Syrian refugee family – ANSWERS
1. Match them up!
Match the words with the definitions.
a war

a small metal object that comes out of a gun

violent

a weapon that explodes and hurts people or damages buildings

a bomb

fighting between two or more countries or groups

a bullet

to arrive in a new place and start to live there

to settle

hurting or killing people intentionally

a school captain

a language spoken mainly in Western Asia and North Africa

Arabic

the time when there is no fighting or attacks

peace

a pupil who is chosen to represent the school and the other pupils

2. Fill it in!
Watch the video. Complete the sentences.
bombs

journey

peace

change

war

settled

a.

Sara and her classmates started school in Australia after a long

b.

A

c.

Millions of Syrian people have left in search of a

d.

In Youssef’s village some houses fell down because of

e.

In the past year almost 4,500 Syrian children have

f.

Starting a new life has been a big

g.

Youssef is the

h.

Youssef hopes he can visit Syria again one day, once

war

safer

school captain

journey

from Syria.

began in Syria in 2011.

school captain

change

safer

life.

bombs
settled

and bullets.
in Australia.

for these children.

and arrived three years ago.
peace

returns.
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3. Where does it go?
Watch the video. Who says it? Write these sentences in the correct group.
I went to the Opera House.

I felt free.

The school is bigger here in Australia.
Here in this school we can learn Arabic.

I can go to school and play with my friends.
The teachers were nice to me.

We don’t want wars.

I would like to be a doctor.

Sara

Youssef

I went to the Opera House.

The school is bigger here in Australia.

I felt free.

The teachers were nice to me.

I can go to school and play with my friends.

Here in this school we can learn Arabic.

I would like to be a doctor.

We don’t want wars.

4. Write and draw!
Children write about what they can do to help new children who start going
to their school, especially if they come from another country, and draw a
picture.
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